m-ark-Support Vector Machine for Early Detection of Parkinson’s Disease from Speech Signals
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Abstract—Recent advances in the state-of-the-art open-source kernel functions for support vector machines (SVMs) have widened the choices of benchmark kernels for Machine Learning (ML)-based classification. However, it is still challenging to achieve margin maximisation in SVM, and further evidence is required to ensure such novel kernel functions can have translational applications with tangible impact. Noteworthily, m-arcsinh, freely available in scikit-learn, was preliminarily proven as a benchmark kernel function on 15 datasets in its seminal paper. Quantifying the benefit from leveraging this kernel in a specific application is essential to provide further evidence of its accuracy and reliability on real-life supervised ML-aided tasks. Thus, the predictive capability of SVM, including that with Lagrange multipliers for the first time coupled with m-arcsinh (m-ark-SVM with soft margin; m-arK-SVM with hard margin), is hereby assessed in aiding early detection of Parkinson’s Disease (PD) from speech data. This is important to leverage the m-arcsinh kernel ‘trick’ to maximise the margin width and, therefore, the linear separability of input speech features via automated pattern recognition. In this study, we demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of m-ark-SVM to aid early diagnosis of PD, evaluated against other gold standard kernel functions. Two benchmark datasets from the University of California-Irvine (UCI) database, preprocessed solely via min-max normalisation, were used to discriminate between speech patterns of 72 healthy subjects and 211 patients with PD. Overtraining was avoided via cross validation and the models were developed and tested in Python 3.7. The supervised model (m-ark-SVM) could detect early Parkinson’s Disease with 87.18% and 86.9% classification accuracy from the two datasets respectively (F1-scores: 85 and 86.2% correspondingly). Furthermore, the model achieved high precision (89.2% and 86.8%) and specificity (87% and 86.8%). Thus, this study validates the application of m-arcsinh to aid real-life supervised ML-based classification, in particular early diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease from speech data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder related to loss of dopamine-producing neurons in the basal ganglia. The primary symptoms of PD include tremor, muscular rigidity, bradykinesia, and postural instability with secondary symptoms, such as depression, executive dysfunctions, sleep disturbances, and autonomic impairments.

PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disease in the elderly, after Alzheimer’s Disease, which affects approximately 2% of the people at the age of 65 and accounts for more than 6.3 million cases worldwide [1]. Up to 90% of patients with PD develop distinctive speech anomalies, referred to as hypokinetic dysarthria [2].
Common speech impairments resulting from PD include increased acoustic noise, reduced voice intensity and increased nasality, harsh and breathy vocal quality, monopitch, mono-loudness, and speech rate disturbances [3]. Previous research leveraged such vocal disorders to identify late-stage PD [4].

However, currently, there is no consensus on which biomarkers can detect PD, and brain imaging scans do not allow for a definitive diagnosis either, resulting in a misdiagnosis rate of up to 25% by non-specialists [5]. Whilst there are no current cures for PD, early detection can significantly improve the quality of life of a patient. At the point of diagnosis, there is a 50 to 70% reduction in striatal dopamine. An early and timely detection of PD would potentially allow for treatment to slow the loss of dopamine and delay the symptoms due to PD being a progressive disease [6].

Typical pre-clinical studies on detection of PD rely on various signal processing techniques including signals via electromyography (EMG), movement analysis and cardiovascular oscillations [7]. Recent research has demonstrated the potential for leveraging Machine Learning (ML) to aid an early diagnosis of PD from speech patterns via feature-driven approaches [8].

The development of the open-source kernel function modified arcsinh or ‘m-arcsinh’ has provided a further benchmark kernel for ML-aided classification [9]. When coupled with the ‘Support Vector Machine’ (SVM) [10] and the shallow neural network ‘Multi-Layer Perceptron’ (MLP) [11], its reliability and computational efficiency have been proven on fifteen benchmark datasets [9]. Nevertheless, besides its reproducibility, it is essential that further studies can verify its replicability across different applications. In fact, at times, SVM struggle to find support vectors and optimal separating hyperplane (OSH) that maximize the margin width, thus lacking convergence [12, 13].

In such conditions, failure of SVM to converge could result in misclassifications, which may lead to misdiagnoses when applied in a clinical setting. Convergence can be aided by selecting an optimal kernel function to transform data into a higher dimensional space wherein they can be linearly separable [8, 14, 15]. As the traditional quadratic optimisation involved in SVM has been useful in presence of datasets whose features are not highly overlapping [16], the m-arcsinh kernel, able to cope with non-linearly separable data too, has been suggested to be coupled with SVM [9] with and without Lagrange multipliers [17] to aid complex medical diagnostics, such as detecting early Parkinson’s Disease from speech data.

This study’s novelty lies in assessing the replicability of the m-arcsinh in such a clinical application, along with discerning the type of margin and the need for Lagrange multipliers in presence of such entangled medical datasets. In this research work, supervised ML techniques were leveraged to perform a classification task that involves entangled data with overlapping features, speech data with indicators of healthy and PD-related speech patterns [8, 14], to aid diagnosis of PD at early stages from their underlying vocal patterns.

II. AUTOMATED DETECTION OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE

A. Data and Software for Modelling

To demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of early detection of PD from speech patterns via the proposed algorithm, two datasets with speech features from 72 healthy subjects and 211 patients with PD were obtained from the University of California-Irvine (UCI) database [18, 19]. Both datasets underwent min-max normalisation to prepare them for the subsequent SVM-based classification. The SVM models were developed and evaluated via the scikit-learn library [20] in Python, including the m-arcsinh kernel function [9] compatible with scikit-learn and freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/luca-parisi/m-arcsinh_scikit-learn), and the CVXOPT library [21] for constrained convex optimisation (https://cvxopt.org/).

B. m-arcsinh-based SVM Algorithm

SVM is an OSH-based classifier that leverages the delineation of ‘anchor’ points or support vectors to achieve separability of the input data depending on the kernel function that is deployed to transform such data into a higher dimensional space to facilitate their classification [22], thus enabling automated learning based on input data [8, 14, 23]. These input data must be labelled, since the SVM is a supervised ML-based learning classifier, thus the class which each input belongs to is preliminarily known.
The choice of whether the margin should be soft or hard and whether leveraging Lagrange multipliers impacts the accuracy of the classification of such input data into the target classes [17, 24]. Thus, in this study, SVM was assessed with various kernel functions, including the recently developed m-arcsinh [9], types of margin and in presence or absence of Lagrange multipliers.

C. Margins, Lagrange Multipliers, and other kernels

The regularisation parameter ‘C’ determines whether the margin criterion is soft or hard depending on its values, which has an impact on reaching convergence and determining the OSH [15, 24]. As SVM involves solving a constrained convex quadratic optimisation problem, various optimisation methods, such as the Wolfe Dual Principle under Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions [17, 22], have been suggested for the objective function to solely depend on Lagrange multipliers, i.e., weights and intercept dropout. Such a convex problem is thus solved by leveraging Slater’s condition [21, 22] whereby a strong duality holds in that the dual and primal optima provide the solution.

To avoid overtraining or overfitting, thus preventing the model from ‘remembering’ the features seen during training and enabling learning that yields generalisation, stratified k-fold cross validation was applied with k=5 [25, 26].

Given its ability to maximise margin width and cope with non-linearly separable data, the m-arcsinh kernel function was coupled with SVM (Fig. 1) and evaluated against other gold standard kernels (linear, polynomial and Radial Basis Function (RBF)) [27], with and without Lagrange multipliers, as per the following types of margin:

- Soft margin: C=100 for both linear and m-arcsinh kernels (m-ark).
- Hard margin: C=10 for both linear and m-arcsinh kernels (m-ark).

C was set to 1 for both polynomial and RBF kernels. The gamma hyperparameter was 0.001 for the m-arcsinh-SVMs (both m-ark- and m-ark-SVM), whilst it was set to 1 when using a third-degree polynomial kernel. Gamma was set to ‘auto’, thus automatically determined as 1/number of input features for each of the two datasets used, when using the RBF kernel function via the scikit-learn library. The gamma hyperparameter was set to the default ‘scale’ in sklearn [20], thus computed as 1/(number of features × variance of the input data array).

The equations for the m-arcsinh kernel function [9] and its derivative are available in (1) and (2) below.

\[
\sqrt{|x|} \times \frac{\arcsinh(x)}{12} \\
\text{where } x \text{ is the input data} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\sqrt{|x|} \times \frac{1}{12 \times x^2 + 1} + \frac{x \arcsinh(x)}{24 \times |x|^2} \tag{2}
\]

In Table I, the hyperparameters used in the SVM models tested in this study are listed based on the kernel function with which it was coupled, and the margin used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>gamma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>'scale' in sklearn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>'scale' in sklearn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-arcsinh</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-arcsinh</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Performance Measures to Validate Model Accuracy and Reliability

The classification performance of the SVM was evaluated quantitatively based on the trade-off between accuracy and reliability on the test sets [28-30] during the stratified k-fold cross validation applied to avoid overfitting or overtraining; the latter metric was assessed via multiple quantifiers, i.e., precision, recall and F1-score as their harmonic mean, thus representing their trade-off. Stratified k-fold cross validation was applied during training, thus providing average metrics across all testing sets for each of the five (k=5) folds [25, 26] the datasets were split into to validate the reliability of the predictions [31-34].

In binary classification problems, e.g., discriminating between healthy and PD-related speech patterns, classes can be defined as ‘true’ or ‘false’, resulting in four scenarios (Table II):

- true positive (TP), the occurrence of pathophysiological speech patterns correctly detected (e.g., due to PD).
- true negative (TN), physiological/healthy speech patterns correctly classified.
- false positive (FP), physiological/healthy speech patterns misclassified as if they were pathophysiological instead.
- false negative (FN), the occurrence of a pathophysiological speech patterns misclassified as if they were physiological/healthy instead.

| Table II. Confusion matrices relating the actual and predicted speech patterns as to whether they are indicators of pathophysiological speech (e.g., due to Parkinson’s disease). |
|---|---|---|---|
| Actual | True (pathophysiological speech patterns) | False (physiological speech patterns) |
| Predicted | Positive (pathophysiological speech patterns) | TP | FP |
| | Negative (physiological speech patterns) | FN | TN |

Besides the average classification accuracy across all folds during cross validation, the classification performance of all variations of the SVM with and without Lagrange multipliers tested were assessed via two further performance metrics as indicators of reliability, i.e., precision and recall (Tables III and IV).

As a more comprehensive quantifier of the model reliability, the F1-score was computed too (Tables III and IV), which corroborates or disproves the test classification-related outcomes.
III. M-ARCSINH WITH SOFT MARGIN-SVM FOR SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING-BASED AUTOMATED DETECTION OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE

A quantitative analysis of classification accuracy and reliability for automated early detection of PD from speech patterns [8] was performed considering two main modelling scenarios (Tables III and IV):

- When leveraging SVM with various kernels and baseline hyperparameters but without Lagrange multipliers (‘SVM’).
- When using the above-mentioned SVM but with the addition of Lagrange multipliers (‘Lm-SVM’).

Both accuracy and reliability metrics have been reported in Tables III and IV, as well as the overall or average classification performance in percentages.

**TABLE III. COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE AMONGST ALL SVM MODELS EVALUATED ON THE PARKINSON’S DISEASE SPEECH DATASET BY LITTLE ET AL. [18] FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>AC (%)</th>
<th>PR (%)</th>
<th>RE (%)</th>
<th>F1-score (%)</th>
<th>Average performance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>m-ark</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>69.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>m-arK</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>m-ark</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>m-arK</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE AMONGST ALL SVM MODELS EVALUATED ON THE PARKINSON’S DISEASE SPEECH DATASET BY SAKAR ET AL. [19] FROM INSTANBUL UNIVERSITY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>ACC (%)</th>
<th>PR (%)</th>
<th>RE (%)</th>
<th>F1-score (%)</th>
<th>Average performance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>m-ark</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>m-arK</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>82.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>m-ark</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>m-arK</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm-SVM</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SVM=Support Vector Machine; Lm-SVM=SVM with Lagrange multipliers; ACC=average test classification accuracy; PR=precision; RE=recall; Poly=polynomial kernel; m-ark=m-arcsinh kernel with soft margin; m-arK=m-arcsinh kernel with hard margin; linear=linear kernel with soft margin; Linear=linear kernel with hard margin; RBF=Radial Basis Function kernel.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The supervised ML-based algorithm alone (SVM) could detect early PD with 89.6% and 86.9% overall classification performance (Tables III and IV) when using the polynomial kernel on the PD-related speech datasets from Little et al. [18] and Sakar et al. [19], respectively. The m-arcsinh [9], when coupled with SVM with soft margin (m-ark), led to the second-best classification performance with 87.1% and 86.7%, correspondingly (Tables III and IV). The linear kernel also performed better with the SVM having a soft margin when classifying both datasets (86.6% and 82.8% overall performance, Tables III and IV). The use of Lagrange multipliers in SVM [17, 22] led to the worst consistent classification performance across both datasets, resulting in inaccurate OSH-based decision boundaries (16.3% and 16.9% overall classification performance, Tables III and IV).

This study validates the use of m-ark when coupled with SVM without Lagrange multipliers for supervised ML-based classification to aid early detection of Parkinson’s Disease from speech features.

Future work is underway to understand if hyperparameter optimisation can level out differences in overall classification performance of the m-ark- and m-arK-based SVMs. Additional training data will be required minimise the overlapping regions of the transformed data to discriminate between physiological and PD-related speech patterns more reliably.
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